
$5.95(C)

500 pcs +

Was  6.15 

Extra Spacious 19” Width

See-Through Style:See-Through Style:
Clear Tote Bag SavingsClear Tote Bag Savings

Setup Charge: 60.00 (G) per location. Price Includes: One color imprint, one location. One color Imprint Only per location. Additional 
Location: add .50 (G) running charge, plus Setup Charge. PMS Color Match: 45.00 (G) per color.  Repeat Setup: 32.50 (G). Email 
Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. Production Time: 7 Days. Material: 3mm Clear PVC and 600D Polyester. 
Weight: 26 lbs. (50 pcs.). Packaging: Bulk

Specify Promo #E4855 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other 
promotion, discount, coupon and/or special column pricing (EQP & NQP do not apply sorry no exceptions).  Expires 4/30/2024

Clear with 
Black Trim 

Clear with 
Red Trim 

Clear with 
Blue Trim 

#968 “BONDI”
Jumbo Clear Zippered  Tote Bag
The Jumbo Clear Zippered Tote is made with a 
combination of heavy duty 2.5mm thick clear PVC 
and 600D polyester. It features an extra-large interior, 
tough and scuff resistant bottom, reinforced sewn 
handles and a zipper closure. Perfect for any activity 
requiring secure see through bag content viewing.

Size: 19” W x 13-1/2” H x 6” Gusset, Handles: 22-1/2”
Imprint Area: 5-3/4” x 8”

Please note: Small shifting of imprint cannot be avoided when printing. As each product is manufactured and printed individually, up to 3/16” movement in logo alignment may occur. Products are intended for individual use and cannot be compared one to another. 
Product material thickness, size and color as well as ink color can vary slightly from product to product and order to order. Vinyl material comes wrinkled but flattens with use over time and will be effected by outside temperature. This cannot be considered a defect . 
PMS colors will be very close, however inks are mixed by hand with some variation and cannot be compared to e proofs.  0207
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INNOVATION-LINE.COMASI 62660   •   SAGE 51749


